April 14, 1987

**BACHAND RECEIVES LANDEE FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING**

Dr. Donald Bachand, associate professor of criminal justice, is the 1986-87 recipient of the Franc A. Landee Award for Excellence in Teaching. The award is presented annually to a faculty member selected by students, alumni, community leaders and peers.

Bachand joined the faculty in 1978 as an assistant professor in criminal justice and has taught courses in advanced police administration, personnel management, community relations and social and political problems.

Prior to his teaching career, Bachand had several years of law enforcement experience with the Detroit Police Department. Between 1969 and 1971 he performed various duties in the Office of the Police Commissioner. He was then assigned to general patrol duties, including accident investigation, misdemeanor and felony (see page 2).

**BIDS OPENED FOR SVSC PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMPLEX**

Plans for a new physical education complex moved a step closer to realization April 8 when bids on the state-funded project were opened in Lansing.

Eight firms submitted bids, with the apparent low bid submitted by Spence Bros. of Saginaw at $15.233 million.

Construction on the complex is expected to begin within a few weeks, with completion anticipated in two years. The complex will incorporate more than 200,000 square feet of indoor facilities, encompassing the current Cardinal gymnasium, which was built in 1971. The complex also features outdoor fields and areas for instruction, intramurals and other sports-related activities.

Features of the complex include a fitness center, a dance studio/gymnastics/combative area, an arena for meetings and Commencement or basketball or track, a six-lane, 200-meter track, eight racquetball courts, and an aquatic teaching area with swimming pool.

Outdoor facilities include baseball and softball fields, an area for golf instruction, tennis courts and a fitness trail.

Groundbreaking ceremonies are set for May 16 and 17.

---

**Etceteras ...**

... Indoor facilities include six classrooms, two of which form a human performance laboratory; a conference room and study area, offices for physical education instructors and athletic coaches and staff, a fitness center, sports medicine and rehabilitation rooms, a 1,600 square foot dance studio/gymnastics/combative area, a 200 meter indoor track comprising six lanes, an aquatic teaching area including a 50-meter swimming pool and eight racquetball courts.

... The 64,000 square foot arena can seat 6,000 for meeting and Commencement, 4,000 for basketball games and 2,000 for track meets.

... Outdoor facilities include two softball fields, an area for golf instruction, two 50,000 square foot intramural fields, eight horseshoe pits, an archery range, eight tennis courts, a fitness trail and a baseball field.

... The project's architects were Giffels/Hoyem-Basso Associates Inc. in association with Heery Fabrap.

Source: Physical Education Complex Data Sheet
investigations, coordination and involvement with community relations programs. He also served as liaison between the police department, news media and the public in police related matters and acted as investigator for citizen complaints received by the mayor's office.

In 1976 he assumed supervisory responsibility within the department. His duties encompassed general supervision of sworn and civilian office personnel, coordination of activities related to construction of police facilities and management of construction budgets. He designed and implemented management information systems for evaluating new and innovative law enforcement programs and directed the evaluation of the effectiveness of the Detroit Police Department's Youth Bureau.

At SVSC Bachand has been a sponsor of the Criminal Justice Club, was a member of the 1980-81 Long Range Planning Committee and has served on numerous faculty selection committees and faculty evaluation teams. He was a member of the steering committee that prepared the College's self-study report for the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

He was 1982-83 chairman of the criminal justice department. Currently, Bachand is vice president of the Faculty Association.

Bachand served as guest lecturer on family dispute management for the SVSC-sponsored "Crisis Intervention Seminar" for police officers. He is a certified instructor for the Michigan Law Enforcement Training Council.

Bachand graduated from Detroit Cooley High School and earned an associate's degree in law enforcement at Mercy College of Detroit. He later received a bachelor of science degree from Mercy, with a double major in sociology and law enforcement. He earned a master's degree in criminal justice from the University of Detroit. In 1983 he received a doctorate in adult and continuing education from the University of Michigan.

As part of his doctoral program, Bachand conducted research relating to crime and the elderly offender. He has since taught courses and published numerous papers on that topic.

As an instructor, Bachand has a reputation for encouraging student involvement and for using examples from his law enforcement background to supplement textbook material.

Bachand received the award during an April 9 luncheon and will again be recognized during Commencement exercises on May 1 and 2. Criteria for receiving the Landee Award include knowledge of subject matter, dedication to teaching, integrity and fairness. The award consists of a plaque, $1,000, and a year of honor in memory of the late Dr. Franc A. Landee, former Dow Chemical Co. research scientist who taught part-time at SVSC.

Bachand resides with his wife Liana in Lapeer. They are the parents of three children.

FIVE STUDENTS RECEIVE PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

In light of their scholastic achievements, five area students received scholarships with funds in excess of $8,000. The 1987-88 Presidential Scholarship winners are provided tuition, fees and books toward a four-year baccalaureate degree. The scholarships are granted on a no-need basis to five students per year.

The students have been selected as their high school's valedictorian or salutatorian. The scholarships are annually renewable to the students that maintain a 3.6 grade point average on a 4.0 scale.

This year's winners are Dana Dumont of Freeland, Stephanie Dennings of Burt, Tammy Hockstad of North Branch, Kimberly Siers of Snover and Karen Sleno of Flushing.

LISA TUCKER NEW PRESIDENT OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Lisa Tucker, Frankenmuth junior, was chosen the president of student government during the annual election March 24 and 25. Joining Tucker on the 1987-88 board are vice president Roger Powell, Saginaw sophomore, and treasurer Paula Binasio, Saginaw sophomore.

Tucker earned the honor with 302 votes. Powell garnered 258 votes and Binasio 296 in their respective races.

Seven students were named senators for the 1987-88 school year; Lorin Bradley, Saginaw freshman; Peggy Chiroi, Turner junior; Trisha Deming, Linwood junior; Lisa Marshall, Bay City freshman; Richard Nash, Frankenmuth senior; Brooke Robel, Saginaw junior; and Michelle Williamson, Linwood junior.

Students interested in one of three openings on the senate must submit their names to student government by April 28.
SEMINAR'S SPEAKERS TO FOCUS ON RITUALISTIC CRIME

Students and other members of the campus community may receive a reduced rate of $15 to attend a one-day seminar titled "Emergence of Ritualistic Crime in America."

Making presentations during the seminar on April 24 and then again on April 25 are Patricia Pulling and Dr. Thomas Radecki, M.D. Pulling has been a guest speaker on many radio shows and several television talk shows, including "60 Minutes" and the "700 Club." Radecki also has been interviewed on "60 Minutes," as well as the Cable News Network.

Pulling is billed as one of the leading experts in the United States on ritualistic crime as it relates to adolescents involved in occult activities. Her interest began when her 16 year old son committed suicide because he believed a death curse had been placed on him.

A nationally recognized psychiatrist, Radecki is director of the National Coalition on Television Violence. He is billed as an expert on the effects role-playing games such as Dungeons & Dragons have on the viewers and participants.

Those interested in taking advantage of the $20 savings should contact the Conference Bureau at ext. 4162.

The seminar is co-sponsored by the College's department of criminal justice and the American Federation of Police.

The seminar will take place from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Theatre and cover topics such as history of the occult and fantasy role playing.

The 1987 Honors Convocation will take place beginning at 4 p.m., Thursday, April 16, in the Theatre. William B. Gould IV, the Charles A. Beardsley Professor of Law at Stanford University Law School, will be the keynote speaker.

BRIEFLY SPEAKING

-- SVSC faculty and staff will recognize campus leaders and student employees during Student Recognition Day today in lower level Doan.

-- The Student Nurses Association is sponsoring a canned food drive through Friday, April 17. The food will be donated to local charities for Easter meals. Food may be dropped off at the Brown Hall concourse or at the information desk in the Doan Mall.

-- The Industrial Relations Research Association will meet from 6 to 10 p.m., Thursday, April 16, in lower level Doan.

-- The Valley Film Society will show "The Missionary," beginning at 8 p.m., Friday, April 17, in Wickes Lecture Hall.

-- Subscriptions are available for the Saginaw Symphony Orchestra 1987-88 season. Individuals purchasing subscriptions before June 1 will receive a special bonus. To obtain tickets, write the orchestra group at P.O. Box 415, Saginaw 48606.

-- The Valley Film Society selection "Summertime," has been rescheduled for April 24 at 8 p.m. in Wickes Lecture Hall. At 7 p.m., May 8, a meeting will take place in 109 Brown Hall to determine films for the 1987-88 season.

PERSONNEL

The following position is open to all regular employees of the College:

CUSTODIAN, full-time, permanent (new). Third shift, Tuesday through Saturday, $5.75 an hour.

Questions concerning work assignment or building location should be directed to Bob VanPelt at 4080. All internal applications are due in the personnel office by April 14.

BOARD MEETS TO DISCUSS BARGAINING, OPERATING POLICY

SVSC'S Board of Control convened Monday, April 13, to work on a variety of College matters. The morning meeting was a special executive session to allow members to discuss collective bargaining issues.

Following the executive session, the Board's standing committees met separately for discussion and advice to the President.

Later, members met as a Committee of the Whole to continue their discussion of the Board Operating Policy. Initial examination of all policies was completed, and drafts of the revised manual will be distributed for review and possible adoption at the May regular meeting.
FACULTY CHILDREN FARE WELL IN MATH OLYMPICS

Four children of SVSC faculty members turned in high performances during the annual Math Olympics and Mathematics Prize Competition March 13.

The announcement of the winners comes during National Math Awareness Week, Sunday through Saturday, April 12 through 18.

Christopher Weaver, son of Dr. David Weaver, political science professor; Jennifer Wang, daughter of Dr. Mason Wang, English professor; Jeremy Braddock, son of Dr. William Braddock, history professor; and Brad Thaler, son of Robert Thaler, assistant professor of sociology, all turned in top grades in the competition.

Braddock's accomplishment was particularly noteworthy because as an eighth grader he scored a 9, while the average senior score was 10.95, according to Dr. Rose Novey, coordinator of the competition.

COLLEGE TO REMAIN OPEN ON GOOD FRIDAY

College personnel are reminded that the College is not closed on Good Friday afternoon, April 17. Release time is allowed for employees who wish to attend religious service in observance of Good Friday, Passover, or other religious occasion.

The time necessary to attend the service will be allowed with pay, provided prior departmental approval is received.

For further information regarding this policy, contact the personnel office at extensions 4108 or 4112.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE SET

Final exams for the second five and one-half week session (June 24-July 31) and the second seven and one-half week session (July 24-August 14) have been scheduled.

For the former session, classes containing a Thursday in the weekly pattern of meeting days will have exams July 30. Classes meeting Fridays will have exams July 31 and classes with neither a Thursday nor Friday in the pattern of meeting days will have exams July 29 or July 31, as per the instructor.

The latter session will begin exams August 12. Classes meeting Thursday will have exams August 13. Classes that have Friday as part of the weekly pattern of meeting days will have exams August 14. And courses with neither Thursday nor Friday in the schedule will have exams August 12 or 14, as per the instructor.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

-- Mrs. Margaret M. Flatt, assistant professor of nursing, recently was appointed to the Midland County Board of Health for a five-year term.

-- Dr. Kerry Segel, assistant professor of English, conducted a workshop for adult basic education instructors in Midland County March 18. Eleven districts participated in the workshop "Bridging the Gap to Independent Reading: Empowering the Adult Learner."

-- Ms. Bethany Rusch, police officer with the department of public safety, was awarded an advanced police officer certificate for successfully completing 100 hours of advanced police training. The Michigan Law Enforcement Officers Training Council presented the honor for training which included criminal investigation techniques and alcohol enforcement. Rusch has been with public safety for three years.

-- Dr. John Jezierski, history professor, recently presented a lecture for the Tocqueville Symposium at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Flint. Jezierski discussed "A Fortnight in the Wilds" as part of Flint's Basically Bicentennial Festival '87.

HIGH FIVE

-- The men's baseball team won 50 percent of its games last week, defeating Wayne State University and Oakland University in double-headers. The Cards fell twice to Ferris State College and twice to Michigan State University.

-- The women's softball squad nabbed both ends of a doubleheader against Ferris early last week, 7-4 and 3-2.

-- Shawn Butler finished fourth in the 3,000-meter steeplechase for the track team at the Dogwood Relays Friday in Knoxville, TN. The win qualifies him for the NAIA national outdoor track meet.

EVENT WATCH

Apr. 14...Student Recognition Day
Apr. 15...BB vs. Hillsdale
Apr. 16...IRA Meeting
Apr. 18...College Track Invitational
Apr. 18-19...Softball Tourney
Apr. 21...BB vs. Concordia
IF-2 DEDICATION DEEMED A SUCCESS

HUNDREDS TURN OUT TO CELEBRATE IF-2 OPENING

Approximately 1,000 people turned out to help the College celebrate the opening of the newest trio of buildings on campus.

Among those joining President Jack Ryder and the campus community in the dedication of Instructional Facility No. 2 were Gary Bachula, director of the Governor's Cabinet Council for Human Investment; and Rep. James E. O'Neill Jr., chairman of the Capital Outlay Committee in the Michigan Legislature.

Also in attendance was Dr. Melvin J. Zahnow, for whom the new library facilities were named, and members of his family.

Members of the Maurice E. Brown family were also in attendance for the dedication of the classroom building named for their father.

Addressing the trials and tribulations of the construction of the new buildings were members of the faculty and staff housed in the structures.

Dr. Robert S.P. Yien, vice president for academic affairs, presided over the dedication of each building in the two-hour ceremony.

The College's Board of Control members were in attendance, as well as representatives of the architectural firm Dow, Howell, Gilmore, Associates Inc. of Midland, and several College supporters.

President Jack M. Ryder addresses the campus community and College supporters Sunday, April 12 during dedication ceremonies for Maurice E. Brown Hall, the Melvin J. Zahnow Library and the Science Building.
Above, Gary Bachula told those gathered for dedication ceremonies that Michigan's greatest resource is education. Earlier in the week, Thursday, April 9 members of the Saginaw Branch of the Women's National Farm and Garden Association donated a zumi crabapple tree (above right) and three redbuds. Greta Brown, the daughter-in-law of the late Maurice E. Brown, stands with Dr. Al Beutler before Brown Hall.

Above, Dr. Melvin J. Zahnov accepts a brick from Dr. Ryder, symbolic of those used to construct the Zahnov Library. With Dr. Zahnov are his wife, Lillian, and daughters, Mrs. Fred (Beth) Rosin and Ruth Ann McAllister. Below, Bob Becker, director of athletics, describes plans for the new physical education complex.

NOTE OF APPRECIATION

Dr. Al Beutler, executive director of the SVSC Foundation and chairman of the dedication committee, extends his gratitude to all who assisted in the activities surrounding the dedication of IF-2. Beutler expressed appreciation to all members of the campus community for their efforts and the tremendous support given him and his staff. "I realize the extra demands this placed upon those already busy with College activities, and am grateful for the additional efforts," Beutler said.
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING SPECIFIC PROGRAMS, APPLICATION MATERIALS AND GUIDELINES, OR FOR A PERSONALIZED FUNDING SEARCH, CONTACT:

DR. RALPH K. COPPOLA  
DIRECTOR OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS  
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES BUILDING  
790-4295

Information from the SVSC Office of Sponsored Programs

Dr. Ralph K. Coppola 790-4295
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Arts and Behavioral Sciences

FELLOWSHIPS FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS AND INDEPENDENT SCHOLARS - NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

Fellowships provide up to $27,500 for college teachers to pursue six to 12 months of full-time independent study and research that will enhance their capacities as teachers and scholars. Program is designed for both beginning and experienced teachers whose chief responsibilities lie in teaching undergraduate students at institutions which do not have Ph.D. programs in the humanities.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 1987

FELLOWSHIPS ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY - NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

Grants for independent study and research related to the events and achievements of the founding period, including the ratification of the Constitution, establishment of the federal government, and the birth of the Bill of Rights.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 1987

TRAVEL TO COLLECTIONS - NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

Support for American scholars to travel to research collections or libraries, archives, museums and other repositories in North America or Western Europe. Awards of $750 defray travel costs, subsistence, duplication, and other research expenses. Research cannot be toward a degree, and grants do not support travel to professional meetings or conferences.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 15, 1987

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE RESEARCH ON AGING - NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGING

Funds research on the psychological, cultural, societal and economic factors that affect both the process of aging and the place of older people in society. Major categories of research are: cognitive and biopsychological aging; social psychological aging; and older people and society. Major emphasis is on health and effective functioning in middle and later years. Research areas include: stress and coping; psychosocial factors in nutrition, exercise, and senile dementia; menopause; and hypertension.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 1987

Business and Management

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY FOUNDATION AWARDS PROGRAM FOR THE TEACHING OF ECONOMICS - JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION

Awards are intended to identify and encourage replication of effective teaching experiences, procedures, materials, and techniques through recognition of written descriptions of individuals' experience in the teaching of economics. Entries should describe programs or activities carried out or implemented between July 1, 1986 and June 30, 1987. Awards are for $100 to $1,000 plus a certificate and inscribed plaque.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 15, 1987
Education

GRANTS PROGRAM - FOUNDATION FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
Funds will be awarded for 1 year projects that will add to the body of knowledge on the professional practice of public relations and that will be of use in the areas of public relations research and education. The foundation will also sponsor or support seminars covering issues affecting public relations research and education. Awards average $1,000 to $2,500; larger proposals are welcome. No overhead expenses are allowed.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 15, 1987

GRANTS PROGRAM - THE SEAVER INSTITUTE
Funds are awarded for 1 year renewable projects for investigations into medical agriculture, historical research, and education evaluation.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: OPEN

Nursing

CLINICAL NURSE SCHOLARS PROGRAM - ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION
The program offers two-year postdoctoral appointments at three academic health sciences centers (the University of California, San Francisco; the University of Pennsylvania; and the University of Rochester) in order to prepare nursing school faculty and advanced clinicians with a new emphasis on clinical research, practice and teaching. Up to nine awards are made annually to registered nurses who have earned doctorates and are committed to academic careers in nursing.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 1, 1987

NURSING RESEARCH PROGRAM - NATIONAL CENTER FOR NURSING RESEARCH
Supports nursing research related to patient care, the promotion of health, the prevention of disease and the mitigation of the effects of acute and chronic illnesses and disabilities. National Center for Nursing Research programs in support of studies of nursing interventions, procedures, delivery methods and ethics of patient care are expected to complement other biomedical research programs, which are primarily concerned with the causes and therapy of disease.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 1987

Science, Engineering & Technology

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM - NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
This program is intended to encourage partnerships among publishers, school systems, and scientists/science educators for the purpose of providing a number of competitive, high quality, alternative science programs for use in typical elementary schools. Proposals are sought for projects that will improve the content, increase the role of the child as an active agent in the learning process, and lead to an increase in the time allotted to science instruction in elementary schools. Required preliminary applications are due June 1, 1987.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 3, 1987

RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS FOR MINORITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS - NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Supplemental funding will be provided to NSF principal investigators who wish to include minority high school students as assistants in their research projects. This effort is aimed at members of minority groups that are underrepresented in advanced levels of science and engineering. The underrepresented groups are American Indian, Black, Hispanic, Native Alaskan, or Native Pacific Islander. Support may be requested in an initial proposal submission to NSF, or as supplemental funding to an existing project's budget. Students must be citizens or permanent residents of the U.S. at the time of proposal submission.
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

CANCER RESEARCH - NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
Funds research on cancer cause and prevention, detection and diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation, and basic cancer biology. Research areas include: immunology; tumor biology; carcinogenesis; epidemiology; viral oncology; clinical oncology; detection and diagnostic research; drug development and pharmacology; and radiation biology, physics and development.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 1987